Dream Mastery & Lucid Living™
A 10-Week Tele-Class with Craig Sim Webb

Are you ready to…truly break through to a whole new level of personal evolution, career success, relationship fulfillment and life mastery? …end unpleasant recurring dreams and the recurring waking dramas they are linked with? …cultivate a profound source of daily guidance, wisdom and healing, and harvest many powerful, practical benefits for yourself and others?

‘Life is but a dream’ says a familiar childhood rhyme, yet have you ever truly considered it more than an amusing quote, as you row your boat sometimes gently, sometimes not, down life’s stream? What if you could really know and believe this to be true? How would you feel and act within this waking ‘Dream’ we call life? And, how can you ‘awaken’ in your life and begin Lucid Living?

Join the upcoming tele-course starting end of Jan. and you will:

• Find out (and in!) how to harvest the natural wisdom of your dreams to free and enlighten you so that they can become the healing force and inner compass that they are meant to be.
• Learn the science, philosophy, experience, and practical applications of dreams and lucid dreaming
• Understand the powerful truth behind all relationship dynamics
• Explore proven techniques for inducing, remembering and working with dreams and lucid dreams to enhance fun, fulfillment and conscious awareness in this Waking Dream (i.e. life).

Class Format: All you need is internet and an audio headset (phone option available). The course consists of plenty of powerful and playful group interaction during weekly conference calls (including text/image chat), and in between on a private group email list. Class size is 4-8 adventurers.

Prepare to have your mind stretched, your spirit awakened, your heart opened, and your funny bone tickled. Tuition: $345, register@dreams.ca

“I most liked the trust created by Craig, and his unbelievable ability to access, trust and stay with his intuition, and see and contact a deeper reality. I found him to be the least ego-driven teacher/facilitator I’ve ever encountered.” –Christine Dreisziger

“I wanted powerful transformation and wow did I get it! I am so grateful.” –Hélène Gosselin, CEO, Assurances Gosselin, Inc.

Your Guide for the Adventure

Craig Sim Webb, Executive Director of the non-profit DREAMS Foundation (www.dreams.ca) for 18+ years, is a professional dream & consciousness Speaker/Author/Researcher/Inventor with well over 10,000 recorded dreams & 1000 lucid (conscious) dreams.

Including pioneering dream and consciousness research at Stanford University and Montreal's Sacré-Coeur Hospital, he has spent two decades studying and teaching dream analysis, and lucid dreaming with a refreshing style that blends soul, science, heart and humor.

As an invited/hired expert for major motion pictures, Fortune 500 corporations, SyFy, BBC, numerous universities, magazines and others, Craig and his work have made over a thousand international public/media appearances (ABC, CBS, CTV, CBC, MSNBC, PBS, Discovery Channel, New York Times, etc.)

He’s had the privilege to train thousands of people from all walks of life including top CEO’s, a-list celebrities, doctors, professors, world class athletes, best-selling authors, etc., helping them make profound breakthroughs while having plenty of fun with the process.

Email je@dreams.ca to hear Craig with renowned Director James Cameron

“I admire your work and dedication. Your ability to deliver complex ideas clearly and concisely is outstanding, plus you are a wonderful listener.” –Bailey Barash, Emmy-winning CNN Executive Producer

“Your insight into the dreams I tell you about is astounding.” –Dr. Tom Hutchison, M.D., Director of McGill University Whole Person Care

“Thanks for all your wisdom”–M.W., Motion Picture Producer (>$200 million budget)

“Craig, please know that this class has truly changed the course of my life for the better. I’m deeply grateful for the many gifts.” –Denise B., teleclass participant

“Your work is spectacular, but at the same time extremely enjoyable.” –J. Jothira

“Fascinating stuff.” –Joseph Mallozzi, Writer/Executive Producer, Stargate Atlantis (SyFy channel’s longest running weekly show)

►teleclass@dreams.ca ◄

Phone: (514) 990-2113

www.craigwebb.ca